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” Within these web pages are 75 initial Preggatini recipes highlighting clean juices, herbs, and
garnishes and also ideas for Preggatini Parties?a modern spin in the humdrum baby shower.
Right? Wrong! Organized by being pregnant phases and symptoms, this lavishly illustrated,
pocket-sized, virtually intoxicating guide also offers quotes from well-known mothers and
sidebars about being pregnant and health and such options as “De-virginize for Father”?making
these drinks relevant to all.Issues move quickly in the cocktail fast lane?but slow to a crawl when
being pregnant kicks in. Even when sporting a “baby bump,” modern moms can stay in the social
swing of issues with Preggatinis, offering lip-smacking, liquorless libations created by get better
at mixologist Natalie Bovis-Nelsen, aka “The Liquid Muse. Includes a recipe exclusively provided
by Superstar Chef Michel Richard, recipient of the 2007 Outstanding Chef James Beard award,
author of Happy in your kitchen, and owner of the legendary Citronelle restaurant in
Washington, DC.
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 She even said among the drinks supports nausea actually worked. Actually adorable and has
great ideas. I’ll stick to seltzer generally. I’ve tried a couple of the quality recipes for a weekend
unique beverage. She used to have a cocktail or two and stated that is a great alternative! I love
the part that says devirginize for father. These are great nonetheless it end up being a lot of juice
These are great but it end up getting lots of juice. I bought this for just one of my best friends
that is newly pregnant for the first time. She would always point out that she couldn't imagine
not having her glass of wines or cocktails to unwind and on the weekends. The recipes appear
delicious and the photos are good. Overall, just a fun, cute, and unusual gift for a recently
pregnant fun "party lady" ;) Great product/perfect gift It was a truly perfect present for my
pregnant sister in-law. I made several drinks on her behalf and myself and loved them.So lovely,
but lots of elements for a nonalcoholic beverage I bought this book for myself and a pal once we
are both expecting. I thought the drinks were so good I would buy myself a duplicate, despite the
fact that I'm not pregnant. General, can't go wrong buying this product Makes a great gift for that
Mom to be! I bought for my sister when she was pregnant with her initial child. Five Stars Cute
book. Actually my brother-in-law has a few favorite recipes. Actually some pretty tasty drinks!
Bought this for a friend of mine which has a bun in her oven. The drinks were pretty good but
considering how many ingredients you have to buy for every one I won’t be making too many of
them. There are several pretty delicious treats in here! Tasty Treats for Moms-to-Be My wife
loves this book! Now she no more feels left out at cocktail parties, or feels as though she can't
invite people over for drinks. She's got her favorite mocktails flagged, and we break it out on a
regular basis. I purchased this for my sister when she was expecting. Sort of awkward. The
recipes in listed below are good (from what I am told). Good Drinks! Therefore, if you are a
brother buying this for your sister, I'd think again unless you too discuss every part of your sex
lives. However, the author of this book writes it from a perspective of a best friend. SUPER
adorable and fun book SUPER adorable and fun reserve. Original present! Something I didn't
think about when I produced my purchase. Ideal present for a first-time pregnant wine-loving
daughter-in-law! Recipes are so fun! Plenty of good dishes that taste delicious and so are actually
good for baby. Perfect Gift! Perfect present for a fresh momma her loves her cocktails! She loved
this book and used it to create her nightly "Preggatinis" but still uses it. Haven’t tried the recipes
yet Celebrate! Gift not my review This was a gift, she reported she liked it Too much sugar Was
looking for healthy alternatives for nonalcoholic drinks but these quality recipes have high
amounts of sugar (simple sugar etc) not really healthy at all Good drink ideas Superb choice for a
mom to be, especially one which enjoys cocktails occasionally and will need to give those up.
Four Stars I gave this as a gift and she liked it.
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